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We reported a wavelength-flexible all-polarization-maintaining self-sweeping fiber laser based on the intracavity
loss tuning brought by the bent optical fiber. The bidirectional cavity structure achieved the self-sweeping effect due
to the appearance of the dynamic grating in the active fiber with the spatial hole burning effect. Under this, a section
of fiber was bent into a circle for adjusting the loss of the cavity. With a descending diameter of bent fiber circle, the
sweeping range moves to the shorter wavelength and covers a wide range from 1055.6 to 1034.6 nm eventually. Both
the initial wavelength of self-sweeping regime and the threshold of the fiber laser show exponential correlation with
the diameter of the circular fiber. Our work provides a compact and low-cost way to achieve the broad wavelength-flexible
self-sweeping operation.
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1. Introduction

Among the numerous tunable fiber lasers, the self-sweeping (aka
“self-induced laser line sweeping”) fiber laser is quite interesting
due to its exotic spectral and temporal dynamics. The self-
sweeping effect was first, to the best of our knowledge, revealed
in a ruby laser in 1962[1]. Kir’yanov et al. reawakened this field
by a GTWave ytterbium-doped fiber laser with a Fabry–Perot
cavity after nearly half a century[2]. Then, the self-sweeping
effect was deeply studied in the fiber waveguides via the constant
dedication of a few experienced teams. Hitherto, the self-
sweeping fiber laser has contributed tremendous advances in
fundamental physics and applications.
Over the past decade, the self-sweeping fiber laser has

experienced a rapid growth that focused on the theory and
experimental study. The initial research was located on the
Yb-doped fiber laser[3,4]. Lobach et al. not only found the micro-
second pulse that arises from the self-sustained relaxation oscil-
lations but also summed up the behaviors of the self-sweeping
effect on a large number of experiments and further proposed

the non-stationary spatial hole burning model to describe the
laser frequency dynamics[5]. Peterka et al. deduced the grating
spectra in simulation based on the distribution of refractive
index change along with the active fiber, and the further results
showed a wavelength difference between the peak of reflectivity
spectra and the operating wavelength[6,7]. Then, Drobyshev et al.
reconstructed the spectrum of a gain grating in the experiment,
while the spectral width of 50 MHz and reflectivity of ∼0.1%
were confirmed[8]. Meanwhile, the single-period sweeping range
of self-sweeping Yb-doped fiber laser can be optimized to
21 nm[9]. The largest coverage ranges from 1045 nm to 1087 nm
via the Lyot filter[10]. Ultra-stable spectral periods also can be
obtained by use of the Michelson configuration[11]. The above
achievements greatly promote the possibilities that can
directly generate the self-sweeping effect in other doped fibers.
Lobach et al. uncovered the bismuth, thulium, neodymium self-
sweeping fiber lasers[12–14]. Peterka et al. revealed the erbium
and holmium self-sweeping fiber lasers[15,16]. Wang et al. con-
tributed to the thulium–holmium co-doped self-sweeping fiber
laser[17]. These new wavebands greatly expand the applications
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of spectral detection and analysis[13,18,19]. Especially, the self-
sweeping thulium fiber laser provides a better platform for stud-
ies of the self-sweeping effect due to the wider sweeping range
and numerous applications near 1.9 μm. Among the self-
sweeping fiber lasers, the single-frequency output strictly obeys
the behaviors of the simulated curve and exhibits excellent per-
formance in pulse shape and spectral shift, which has been
applied in the generation of short pulses based on Fourier
synthesis[20].
However, this effect still gets studied for fresh phenomena. In

2016, Navratil et al. first, to the best of our knowledge, reported
Yb-doped self-sweeping with multiple sweeping regimes. As the
pump power increases, the fiber laser undergoes reverse, hybrid,
and normal self-sweeping operations[21]. The wavelength shift-
ing direction is a criterion for distinguishing the self-sweeping
regime, i.e., the increase and decrease in wavelength represent
the normal and reverse regimes, respectively. Two years later,
Budarnykh et al. reported the evolution of sweeping regimes
in the thulium fiber laser, while reverse, stopping, and normal
sweeping were engendered in sequence[22]. Further high-
resolution analysis unveiled that the reverse sweeping and wave-
length stopping signify the reverse shift and stop of the sweeping
range, respectively. The significant observation is that only nor-
mal sweeping occurred in such a sweeping range[23]. To date,
the mysterious spectral dynamics of self-sweeping have been
revealed and analyzed by the gain–loss profile. The self-
sweeping fiber laser has brought about numerous advances
and is still developing new branches. In 2019, the bidirectional
operated self-sweeping thulium fiber laser was introduced splen-
didly by Jiang et al.[24]. The salient feature is that the sweeping
rate slowed down in a reverse self-sweeping regime with the
ascending pump power. Our previous works also made a con-
tribution to this feature of the ytterbium fiber laser[25,26]. The
bidirectional structure also provides a platform for the study
of the reverse self-sweeping effect.
Throughout development of the self-sweeping effect, the out-

standing spectral shift is our pursuant goal. Actually, researchers
obtained a rather narrow sweeping range in various doped fiber
lasers except for the Yb and thulium fiber lasers. To generate and
control the sweeping range, the length and temperature of active
fiber, the temperature of the laser diode (LD), output mirror
losses, the ratio of couplers, and the temperature of the Lyot
filter can be adjusted in the laser cavity for optimizing self-
sweeping performance[9,10,26]. However, the complex operation
and high cost still restrict further exploration. In this Letter, we
report a wavelength-flexible all-polarization-maintaining (PM)
self-sweeping fiber laser based on the intracavity loss tuning
brought by the bent fiber circle. The self-sweeping effect is
achieved by the bidirectional operated laser cavity. The diameter
of the circle provides the tuning of losses. The sweeping range
can cover 1055.6–1034.6 nm with the decrease of diameter,
and the initial wavelength decreases and threshold power
increases at the same time. The easy approach has the potential
to promote the improvement of sweeping performance in
various doped fiber lasers without additional consumption
and cost.

2. Experimental Setup and Measurement

2.1. Measurement of bent fiber circle

The setup for measuring amplified stimulated emission (ASE)
spectra is shown in Fig. 1(a). The PM LD connects with the
reflecting port of PM wavelength division multiplexer
(WDM) and provides 150 mW pump power. One port of a
1.3 m PM Yb fiber connects with the common port of the
PM WDM. The other port connects with a section of PM fiber
with a bent fiber circle (PM980 PANDA). The spectral charac-
teristics were investigated by the use of an optical spectrum ana-
lyzer (OSA, Yokogawa, AQ6370C). In this measurement, the
diameter of the fiber circle is controlled via wrapping the fiber
around various cylinders with different diameters in only one
circle. Figure 1(b) shows the ASE output spectra via different cyl-
inders. One can see that the diameter of the circle is controlled to
reduce the bandwidth and intensity of the ASE spectra. The cur-
vature loss of the PM fiber is exhibited in Fig. 2. The measured
data obey the fitting curve that was fitted by the derived formula
in Ref. [27]. The lower diameter possesses larger losses. When
the diameter was set as 4 mm (black line), the ASE spectrum dis-
appeared.With the diameter beyond 18mm, the ASE spectra are
constant, as shown in the inset. As a comparison, for the ASE of
the erbium fiber, the descending bent diameters lead to the peak
of gain shift to a shorter wavelength under a constant pump
power. Therefore, the tunable- or dual-wavelength fiber laser
can be achieved by the use of the attenuator, the fiber coils,
and bent fiber[28–33]. However, although the obvious shift does
not occur as the pump power changes in the Yb fiber, the
increasing of intracavity losses leads to requirement of a pump
power increase, which leads, in turn, to maximum gain

Fig. 1. (a) ASE measurement setup. (b) The ASE spectra in different diameters
of bent fiber circles.
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wavelength reduction. The first attempt of intracavity loss tun-
ing in the self-sweeping fiber laser was performed in Ref. [9],
where the reflection of the output mirror provided variable loss.
However, this way is not suitable for the bidirectional cavity.
Thereby, we propose the bent fiber to act as the device for intra-
cavity loss tuning to expand the reverse sweeping range in the
bidirectional cavity.

2.2. Experimental setup

Figure 3 shows the experimental setup of the proposed fiber
laser. The PM LD serves as a pump source to generate the radi-
ation of 976 nm that passes through the reflecting and common
ports of the PM WDM and can be absorbed by the 1.3 m long
PM Yb fiber. The clockwise (CW) ASE output experiences the
output coupler, bent fiber circle, and PM WDM. The counter-
CW(CCW) ASE output takes the opposite path. Both the PM
WDM and PM coupler have broad operating range (1020–
1090 nm), which assures the tunability of the fiber laser. The
active fiber provides core absorption of 140 dB/m at 915 nm
and numerical aperture of 0.14. The diameters of the mode
field, cladding, and coating are 6, 125, and 250 μm, respectively.

A 2 × 2 3 dB coupler is used as the output coupler, which con-
nects the APC jumper for the measurement. The length of the
whole cavity is about 4.5 m.

3. Expermiental Results and Discussion

The temporal dynamics of the proposed fiber laser can be moni-
tored by two detectors (Thorlabs DET08CFC) and an oscillo-
scope (Agilent Technology DPO9104A). Figure 4 exhibits the
typical intensity dynamics of our fiber laser without extra loss
under a 50 mW pump power. Figure 4(a) shows the microsec-
ond pulse of∼40 kHz repetition frequency. The iconic feature of
bidirectional self-sweeping fiber laser shown in Fig. 4(b) depicts
the phase difference between the CW signal and CCW signal,
which can be attributed to the reflection and transmission of
the induced dynamic grating along the active fiber[26]. The
longitudinal beating signal can be distinguished as 22 ns, in
which the interval of the longitudinal mode is about
∼45.5MHz. Therefore, the length of our cavity can be calculated
as 4.48 m, which is coincident with our measured length.
Interestingly, the pulse average repetition frequency is nearly
constant when the pump power was set, which is immune to
the tuning losses except for the obvious change in intensity.
Figure 5 shows the threshold power and the initial wavelength

characteristics of the wavelength-flexible self-sweeping fiber

Fig. 2. Relationship between the curvature loss and the diameter of the bent
fiber circle.

Fig. 3. Experimental setup of the proposed all-PM fiber laser. PM LD, polari-
zation-maintaining laser diode. PM WDM, polarization-maintaining wavelength
division multiplexer. PM Yb401, polarization-maintaining ytterbium-doped
fiber.

Fig. 4. Intensity dynamics of bidirectional all-PM self-sweeping Yb-doped
fiber: (a) the microsecond pulse, (b) the zoomed view.

Fig. 5. Relationship between the diameter of the bent fiber circle and both
threshold power and initial wavelength.
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laser, with the diameter of the bent fiber circle ranging from
4mm to 50mm. One can see that the different sweeping regimes
with different threshold powers and initial wavelengths possess
the different sweeping range. Visibly, the characteristics are
related to the loss brought by the bent fiber circle. Therefore,
the equation below can be used to express the relation between
the diameter of the bent fiber circle and both threshold power
and initial wavelength clearly:

y =
±a
��

r
p e−

r
b � y0, �1�

where a and b are constants related to the bent fiber parameters
(a is positive in threshold fitting and negative in initial wave-
length fitting)[31]. y represents the pump power or the initial
wavelength. y0 expresses the value of pump power or the initial
wavelength without bent loss. r is the diameter of the bent fiber
circle. The experimental result is fitted by the equation perfectly,
which also manifests that the intracavity loss tuning can cover a
broad wavelength range. However, one can see that the initial
wavelength is located at 1055.6 nm without bending loss, which
is determined by the parameters of our cavity, including the
length of the cavity, the ratio of output coupler, and so on.
Although we can replace the parameters to make self-sweeping
occur at a longer wavelength while we prepared the experiment,
we still selected the experimental parameters used in the paper to
avoid the emergence of ultra-slow self-sweeping[26].
Figure 6 displays the iconic spectral dynamics of a reverse self-

sweeping fiber laser with different bent fiber circles. The sweep-
ing range tends to the shorter wavelength when the diameter of
the bent fiber circle decreases, along with the ascending sweep-
ing rate. When the diameter goes down under 4 mm, the initial
wavelength decreases steadily, but the self-sweeping effects are
not obvious. The increasing threshold of the fiber laser cuts
down the length of the unpumped active fiber that lessens the
absorption of shorter wavelengths (due to the long active fiber
and low pump power), which therefore further reduces the
maximal gain wavelength. This leads to the sweeping range
finally moving toward the shorter wavelength.
The intuitive description of the results of Fig. 6 is depicted in

Fig. 7. Figure 7(a) presents the start and stop wavelengths with
sweeping periods, in which the two sets of data can be well fitted
by Eq. (1), and the corresponding sweeping rate and selected
pump power are marked in Fig. 7(b). The selected pump powers
for measuring the data of self-sweeping are beyond the 1.5 times
threshold in order to obtain the broader sweeping range. The
behavior of the sweeping range in our experiment also accords
with the trend that is generated by the intracavity loss variation
involved with Ref. [9]. One interesting behavior that can be
found is that the sweeping rate increases when the sweeping
range moves to the shorter wavelength, which is an analogue
with our previous work[26]. However, the reason is still not clear.
Further studies are still required for this effect.

Fig. 6. Iconic spectral dynamics of self-sweeping regimes in different diam-
eters of bent fiber circles: (a1) and (a2) 65 mm; (b1) and (b2) 18 mm; (c1) and
(c2) 14 mm; (d1) and (d2) 10 mm; (e1) and (e2) 9 mm; (f1) and (f2) 8 mm.

Fig. 7. (a) Relationship of start and stop wavelengths and (b) sweeping rate
and selected pump power varying with the bent diameter.
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4. Conclusion

In summary, we reported a wavelength-flexible all-PM self-
sweeping fiber laser via the bent fiber circle. The tuning sweep-
ing range can be achieved by controlling the diameter of THE
bent fiber circle effectively. In this experiment, the self-sweeping
output ranged from 1055.6 nm to 1034.6 nm with high optical
signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR). Both the threshold power and ini-
tial wavelength followed the criterion of Eq. (1). Our study pro-
vides a simple and effective way to obtain a wide self-sweeping
operation in various doped fiber lasers and has the potential to
promote the application of spectral measurement and analysis.
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